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PREFACE

As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.

Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not 
function as described in this document.

Note: This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document 
might be released on the EMC online support website. Check the EMC online support 
website to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.

Purpose
This document is part of the PowerPath documentation set, and is intended for use by 
storage administrators and other information system professionals responsible for using, 
installing, and maintaining PowerPath.

Audience
Readers of this manual are expected to be familiar with the host operating system on 
which PowerPath runs, storage system management, and the applications used with 
PowerPath.

Note: This manual applies to PowerPath on all supported platforms and storage systems, 
unless indicated otherwise in the text.

Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.

Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:

CAUTION, used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not 
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury. 

NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.

Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.

Revision Date Description

01 December 2014 Release of PowerPath Family 6.0 Product Guide.
EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide 9



Preface
IMPORTANT

An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.

Typographical conventions

EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:

Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:

Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, licensing, and service, go to the EMC online support site 
(registration required) at:

http://support.emc.com

Technical support — For technical support, go to EMC online support and select Service 
Center. Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. 
Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a valid support 
agreement or with questions about your account.

Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 

buttons, fields, and menus
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, 

DQL statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, functions, 
and utilities

• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, 
groups, service keys, file systems, and notifications

Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for names of commands, daemons, 
options, programs, processes, services, applications, utilities, kernels, 
notifications, system calls, and man pages

Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 

buttons, fields, and menus
• What the user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types

Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis, for example, a new term
• Variables

Courier Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown 

outside of running text

Courier bold Used for specific user input, such as commands

Courier italic Used in procedures for:
• Variables on the command line
• User input variables 

< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user 

[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values

| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”

{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z

... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
10 EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide
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Preface
Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:

techpubcomments@emc.com
EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide 11
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This chapter introduces PowerPath and provides a road map of PowerPath and related 
documentation. Topics include:

◆ About PowerPath Multipathing licenses ..................................................................  14
Introduction 13



Introduction
About PowerPath Multipathing licenses
The EMC® PowerPath® Multipathing license type determines the PowerPath functionality 
available. Table 1 on page 14 summarizes the PowerPath licenses. The E-Lab™ 
Interoperability Navigator and PowerPath Family release notes provide supported storage 
system and OS details.

Table 1  PowerPath Multipathing licenses

PowerPatha PowerPath SEb PowerPath/VE

Supported Storage Systems (Fibre Channel, Fibre Channel over Ethernet, and iSCSIc)

Symmetrix® Yes Yes Yes

VNX™ Yes Yes Yes

CLARiiON® Yes Yes Yes

Invista® Yes Yes Yes

VPLEX™ Yes Yes Yes

XtremIO Yes Yes Yes

Third-party Yes No Yes

Supported Operating Systems

Linux Yes Yes N/A

UNIX Yes Yes No

VMware vSphere No No Yesd

Windows Yese Yes Yesf

Features

Failover End-to-end failover. Backend failover 
only.g

End-to-end failover.

Load balancing Yes No Yes

HBA support Two or more HBAs. Single HBA. Two or more HBAs.

Path support 32 paths per logical 
device.

Two paths only. 32 paths per logical 
device.

a. Formerly called PowerPath Enterprise, PowerPath Enterprise Plus.

b. PowerPath SE, PowerPath Fabric Failover, and Utility Kit PowerPath refer to the same product. 

c. The EMC Support Matrix PowerPath Family Protocol Support, available on EMC Online Support, provides 
protocol support information for the EMC PowerPath family of products

d. PowerPath/VE for VMware vSphere. Linux and Windows are supported as Guest OSs on VMware vSphere. 
See the PowerPath/VE for VMware vSphere Release Notes for supported OS versions. Additional versions 
are supported through RPQ.

e. Windows 2008 Hyper -V requires a separate license. 

f. PowerPath/VE for Windows Hyper-V.

g. PowerPath Fabric Failover only for Symmetrix. PowerPath Storage Processor Failover only for VNX and 
CLARiiON.
14 EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide
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CLARiiON AX-series support

Certain versions of PowerPath (as listed in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Online Support) provide full functionality with or without a license when the host is 
connected exclusively to CLARiiON AX-series storage systems. Note that AX models earlier 
than CLARiiON AX4-5 are not supported with PowerPath for AIX or HP-UX.

License key ordering and activation

Effective February 15, 2011, instead of the physical Right To Use (RTU), the default 
delivery method for PowerPath licenses is electronic. An electronic License Authorization 
Code (LAC) is sent by email in order to redeem the license key on the EMC Online Support 
Licensing Service Center. This does not affect upgrades because PowerPath retains 
existing license information. 

Physical RTU cards are still available as an option. EMC Global Support, at 1-800-svc4emc 
(or 1-800-782-4362), can provide more information. The EMC PowerPath Family Electronic 
License Ordering Process Technical Notes, available on EMC Online Support, provides 
more information about the PowerPath license electronic ordering process. 

About this document
This document includes general PowerPath feature information about the PowerPath 
version 6.x on the supported platforms. The exception to support information is 
“PowerPath Family Functionality Summary” on page 49 which contains feature 
information about previous PowerPath releases.

PowerPath/VE for VMware vSphere information is not included in this document. 
About this document 15
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CHAPTER 2
PowerPath Overview

This chapter is an overview of PowerPath. Topics include:

◆ Introduction............................................................................................................  18
◆ Using multiple ports................................................................................................  22
◆ Dynamic multipath load balancing ..........................................................................  27
◆ Automatic path failover ...........................................................................................  29
◆ Proactive path testing and automatic path restoration.............................................  30
◆ Application tuning in a PowerPath environment.......................................................  33
◆ PowerPath management tools.................................................................................  34
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PowerPath Overview
Introduction
PowerPath is a host-based software that provides path management. PowerPath operates 
with several storage systems, on several operating systems, with Fibre Channel and iSCSI 
data channels. 

Path management

PowerPath works with the storage system to intelligently manage I/O paths. 

Path refers to the physical route between a host and a storage system Logical Unit (LU). 
This includes the host bus adapter (HBA) port, cables, a switch, a storage system interface 
and port, and an LU. LU refers to a physical or virtual device addressable as a single 
storage volume behind a storage system target. For the iSCSI standard, path is the 
Initiator- Target-LUN, or ITL nexus and encompasses the connection between the HBA, 
Storage Port and LUN.

Bus refers to two connected SAN edge points (for example, Fibre Channel fabric N-port 
addresses) in the storage configuration: an HBA port on the server on one end and an 
array port on the other. For the iSCSI standard, bus is the Initiator-Target, or IT nexus. This 
differs from a storage path, which refers to a host's end-to-end storage connection with an 
LU. Typically, multiple storage paths traverse a single bus. 

PowerPath supports multiple paths to a logical device, enabling PowerPath to provide:

◆ Automatic failover in the event of a hardware failure. PowerPath automatically detects 
path failure and redirects I/O to another path.

◆ Dynamic multipath load balancing. PowerPath distributes I/O requests to a logical 
device across all available paths, thus improving I/O performance and reducing 
management time and downtime by eliminating the need to configure paths statically 
across logical devices.

PowerPath path management features and functionality are described in this guide.

PowerPath features

PowerPath features include:

◆ Multiple paths, for higher availability and performance—PowerPath supports multiple 
paths between a logical device and a host. Having multiple paths enables the host to 
access a logical device even if a specific path is unavailable. Also, multiple paths can 
share the I/O workload to a given logical device.

◆ Path management insight capabilities—PowerPath characterizes I/O patterns and 
aides in diagnosing I/O problems due to flaky paths or unexpected latency values. 
Metrics are provided on:

• Read, write MB/seconds per LUN

• Latency distribution: high and low water marks per path

• Retries: number of I/Os that did not succeed down a path

PowerPath also defines and measures performance on I/O throughput, fault 
detection, and path restore. Three powermt/rpowermt CLI commands (powermt set 
perfmon, powermt display perf, and powermt display perf bus) provide this 
18 EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide
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information. The EMC PowerPath Family CLI and System Messages Reference Guide 
provides more information. The commands associated with path management insight 
may cause some performance overhead. However, EMC qualifications and in-house 
testing have displayed no measurable impact to performance.

◆ Automatic host-array registration—Host Registration for EMC arrays is a process that 
sends special I/O commands down each path to an EMC array to register the 
initiators. The information sent in the registration includes the initiator type, 
hostname, and IP address. This information is used by the array to determine the 
correct SCSI behavior to present to the host and in the EMC array to display hosts for 
connecting to storage. Host Registration is carried out automatically and simplifies 
the configuration process.

This process, which is handled using SCSI AAQ/AAS commands, passes basic host 
information such as IP address, Host name, Host ID, and so on to a connected array. It 
also sends OS version and PowerPath version details to the array, unlike traditional 
array agents such as Navisphere Naviagent/Unisphere Hostagent that could send only 
the basic host information.

However, at present PowerPath Auto Host Registration cannot register a new host on 
an array as it needs valid LUNs to send the SCSI commands, and hence the initial 
registration has to be done manually or with the help of array agents. The PowerPath 
code is designed to support VNX, VMAX, and VPLEX.

For host information to be sent using Auto Host Registration, the /etc/hosts file needs 
to have an entry that is similar to the following:

<IP> <fully qualified hostname> <hostname>

For example,

192.168.22.154 aix154.emc.com aix154

To enable or disable Auto Host Registration on Linux, use the emcp_mond_edit script. 
Once registration is enabled, and if it is then disabled, it will still remain active until a 
PowerPath restart or a host reboot. 

◆ Installation and administration features:

• Unattended installation—Unattended PowerPath installation uses command-line 
parameters which do not require any user input. 

• NRU (no reboot upgrade)—You need not restart the host after the upgrade, 
provided you close all applications that use PowerPath devices before you install 
PowerPath. 

• R1/R2 boot—If a storage system device corresponding to a bootable emcpower 
device is mirrored through SRDF®, it is possible in the event of a server failure at 
the local storage system for PowerPath to fail over the boot disk to the remote 
mirror disk and then boot the server on an identical remote host.

Virtual technologies
PowerPath supports the following virtual technologies:

◆ Hyper-V—PowerPath supports Hyper-V with Windows Server 2008/2012 (64-bit only). 
Introduction 19
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• On the parent partition, all the features supported in physical environments are 
supported in the virtual environment: Multipathing load balancing and failover 
functionalities, Migrations, MSCS Clusters, iSCSI LUNs, Fibre Channel LUNs

• On the child partition, the following features are supported:

– PowerPath installation for Windows operating systems supported by PowerPath 
for iSCSI LUNs exposed through Microsoft software iSCSI initiator

– Multipathing functionalities only for iSCSI LUNs exposed through Microsoft 
software iSCSI initiator.

Remote monitoring and management
PowerPath supports remote monitoring and management of the PowerPath environment 
through compatibility with the following software products:

◆ EMC PowerPath Viewer—EMC PowerPath Viewer is a centralized monitoring utility that 
provides a consolidated display of events and allows you to view and monitor up to 
1000 PowerPath hosts through a graphical user interface (GUI). You can view hosts, 
host groups, LUNs, individual paths to each LUN, and buses. PowerPath Viewer also 
provides email alerts to any changes in the status of PowerPath devices. PowerPath 
Viewer includes two components: PowerPath Viewer Console, which is the interface 
that displays information and alerts about the remote PowerPath hosts that you are 
monitoring; and the PowerPath Management Component, which is the host-based 
software that monitors host, LUNs, data path, and bus events and sends information 
and alerts to the Viewer Console over IP. 

PowerPath Viewer is available as a separate download in the PowerPath software 
downloads section of EMC Online Support.

◆ Systems Management Server (SMS)—SMS is a systems management software product 
by Microsoft for managing large groups of Windows-based computer systems. 
Configuration Manager, a feature of SMS, provides remote control, patch 
management, software distribution, operating system deployment, and hardware and 
software inventory.

◆ SNMP management daemon—PowerPath for Windows supports a management 
daemon that monitors PowerPath devices and alerts the administrator when access to 
devices is disrupted. This functionality is delivered through System Center Operations 
Manager management packs. The PowerPath Event monitoring feature issues MOM 
alerts and SNMP traps for specific PowerPath events. The MOM alerts are viewable 
using the respective version of the MOM consoles. The SNMP traps are viewable 
through an SNMP manager. These events are generally multipathing events such as 
Path is Dead. Apart from event management, it also implements a couple of MOM 
tasks that can be run to retrieve the version and license capabilities of PowerPath 
installations.

A similar SNMP management daemon is supported on Linux, Solaris, and AIX. The 
PowerPath installation guides provides more information on the SNMP management 
daemon.
20 EMC PowerPath Family Product Guide
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PowerPath Migration Enabler
PowerPath Migration Enabler is a host-based migration tool that allows you to migrate 
data between storage systems. PowerPath Migration Enabler is independent of PowerPath 
Multipathing and does not require that you use PowerPath for multipathing. PowerPath 
Migration Enabler works in conjunction with other underlying technologies such as Open 
Replicator (OR) or Invista Encapsulation.

The PowerPath Multipathing license includes Migration Enabler functionality and allows 
you to migrate data with Open Replicator, TimeFinder/Clone, Host Copy, and 
Encapsulation.

Migration Enabler features include:

◆ Virtual encapsulation—When using Migration Enabler with Invista, Invista 
encapsulates the source-device name. The original Symmetrix, VNX, or CLARiiON 
element is the source logical unit in the migration, and the Invista Virtual Volume is 
the target.

◆ PowerPath Migration Enabler with Open Replicator—When using Migration Enabler 
with Open Replicator for Symmetrix, data is copied through the fabric from the source 
logical unit to the target logical unit; the data movement is controlled by the 
Symmetrix system where the target resides. Migration Enabler mirrors I/O to keep the 
source and target logical units synchronized throughout the migration process. 

◆ PowerPath Migration Enabler Host Copy — When using Migration Enabler with 
host-based copy (also called Host Copy), Migration Enabler works in conjunction with 
the host operating system to migrate data from the specified source logical unit to the 
target logical unit. A Host Copy migration does not use or require a direct connection 
between the arrays containing the source and target logical units. Host Copy can be 
used to migrate plaintext data, or it can be used to migrate data to or from an 
encrypted logical unit.

Because Host Copy migrations consume host resources, Migration Enabler provides 
parameters that allow you to control the degree of host-resource usage.

You can pause and resume a Host Copy migration that is in the Syncing state. Pausing 
a migration allows host resources to be released for other operations. The 
synchronization can then be resumed at a later time that is convenient.

◆ PowerPath Migration Enabler TimeFinder/Clone—TimeFinder/Clone is a Solutions 
Enabler technology that can be used with Migration Enabler to create a full volume 
copy of a source device when the source and target devices are in the same 
Symmetrix.

◆ Support for multiple migration sessions—You can use the -file and the -all options 
from the powermig commands with Open Replicator, Host Copy, and 
TimeFinder/Clone to manage simultaneous migration sessions. You can use a file of 
migration pairs with the powermig setup command (-file option) or manage all 
migration sessions that are in the state required for that powermig command (all 
option).

◆ PowerPath Migration Enabler in an MSCS environment—The Microsoft Cluster Server 
(MSCS) provides a clustering technology that keeps server-based applications highly 
available, regardless of individual component failures. 
Introduction 21
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When migrating devices in an MSCS environment with PowerPath Migration Enabler, 
failover groups need not be disabled. You do not have to shutdown any nodes in the 
cluster to perform a cluster migration. PowerPath Migration Enabler supports multiple 
cluster migrations from multiple cluster nodes. You can perform non-cluster 
migrations between non-cluster disks in any cluster node.

Using the powermigcl command and its associated arguments, you can configure 
cluster resources for physical disks.

◆ Thin device support—PowerPath Migration Enabler supports migrations with thin 
(virtually provisioned) devices running Symmetrix Enginuity/HYPERMAX, VNX OE and 
CLARiiON FLARE. Devices on these Symmetrix and CLARiiON versions are 
auto-detected by Migration Enabler Host Copy during powermig setup. 

◆ Host Copy Ceiling—Host Copy Ceiling lets you specify an upper limit on the aggregate 
rate of copying for all Host Copy migrations. The powermig option command is used to 
set the ceiling value.

Remote management on PowerPath Migration Enabler

PowerPath Migration Enabler supports the following remote management tools:

◆  Solutions Enabler (SE) Thin Client—This allows you to run PowerPath's migration 
features using a remotely installed Solutions Enabler package instead of having to run 
PowerPath Migration Enabler and Solutions Enabler on the same host. 

Using multiple ports
PowerPath can use multiple ports to each logical device. You can configure a logical device 
as a shared device using two or more interfaces. (An interface is, for example, a Fibre 
Adapter [FA] on a Symmetrix system or a Storage Processor [SP] on a VNX and CLARiiON 
system.) In this way, all logical devices can be visible on all ports, to enhance availability.

Paths

In the configuration shown in Figure 1 on page 22, without PowerPath, there can be at 
most one path to each logical device. A physical path comprises a route between a host 
and a logical device: the host bus adapter (HBA, a port on the host computer, through 
which the host can issue I/O), cables, a switch, a storage system interface and port, and 
the logical device. Since there are two logical devices in the figure, there can be at most 
two interface ports and two HBAs—one port and one HBA per logical device.

Figure 1  Without PowerPath: One path to each logical device
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Without PowerPath, the host’s SCSI driver cannot take advantage of multiple paths to a 
logical device. This is because most operating systems view each path as a unique logical 
device, even when multiple paths lead to the same logical device; this can result in data 
corruption or a system crash. PowerPath eliminates this restriction.

With PowerPath, you can take advantage of the multiple paths to a logical device that 
shared host and storage ports provide. The number of shared paths possible with fabric 
configurations is even greater. For example, PowerPath manages 1600 paths on a host 
with 4 HBAs connected via a fabric to 4 ports on a storage system with 100 logical devices 
(4 HBAs x 4 FAs x 100 logical devices = 1600).

In contrast to Figure 1 on page 22, Figure 2 on page 23 shows multiple paths to each 
logical device, in a configuration with PowerPath.

Figure 2  With PowerPath: Multiple paths to each logical device

With PowerPath, both logical devices are accessible through both interface ports. This 
allows I/O to a logical device to flow through multiple paths. As shown, two paths lead to 
logical device 0 and two lead to logical device 1.

PowerPath exploits the multipathing capability of storage systems. Depending on the 
capabilities of the storage system, PowerPath provides load-balanced or failure-resistant 
paths between a host and a logical device. This allows PowerPath to:

◆ Increase I/O throughput, by sending I/O requests targeted to the same logical device 
over multiple paths.

◆ Prevent loss of data access, by redirecting I/O requests from a failed path to a working 
path.

Active-active, active-passive, and ALUA storage systems

PowerPath works with three types of storage systems:

◆ Active-active — For example, EMC Symmetrix, EMC Celerra, IBM TotalStorage 
Enterprise Storage Server (ESS), Hitachi TagmaStore, HP StorageWorks XP systems, 
HP StorageWorks EVA systems 

◆ Active-passive — For example, EMC VNX and CLARiiON systems

◆ ALUA (asymmetric logical unit access) — For example, EMC VNX and CLARiiON CX3 
systems

Active-active
Active-active means all interfaces to a device are active simultaneously. In an active-active 
storage system, if there are multiple interfaces to a logical device, they all provide equal 
access to the logical device. 
Using multiple ports 23
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Active-passive
Active-passive means only one interface to a device is active at a time, and any others are 
passive with respect to that device and waiting to take over if needed.

In an active-passive storage system, if there are multiple interfaces to a logical device, one 
of them is designated as the primary route to the device; the device is assigned to that 
interface card. Typically, assigned devices are distributed equally among interface cards. 
I/O is not directed to paths connected to a nonassigned interface.

Normal access to a device through any interface card other than its assigned one is either 
impossible (for example, on VNX and CLARiiON systems) or possible but much slower than 
access through the assigned interface card.

In the event of a failure—of an interface card or all paths to an interface card—logical 
devices must be moved to another interface. If an interface card fails, logical devices are 
reassigned from the broken interface to another interface. This reassignment is initiated 
by the other, functioning interface. If all paths from a host to an interface fail, logical 
devices accessed on those paths are reassigned to another interface, with which the host 
can still communicate. This reassignment is initiated by PowerPath, which instructs the 
storage system to make the reassignment.

The VNX and CLARiiON term for these reassignments is trespassing.

Reassignment can take several seconds to complete; however, I/Os do not fail during this 
time. After devices are reassigned, PowerPath detects the changes and seamlessly routes 
data through the new route.

After a reassignment, logical devices can be reassigned (trespassed back, in VNX and 
CLARiiON terminology) to their originally assigned interface. This occurs automatically if 
PowerPath’s periodic autorestore feature is enabled. It occurs manually if powermt restore 
is run; this is the faster approach. Periodic autorestore reassigns logical devices only 
when restoring paths from a failed state. If paths to the default interface are not marked 
dead, you must use powermt restore.

ALUA
Asymmetric logical unit access (ALUA) is an array failover mode available on VNX OE and 
CLARiiON systems with FLARE version 03.26 or later in which one array controller is 
designated as the active/optimized controller and the other array controller is designated 
as the active/non-optimized controller. As long as the active/optimized controller is 
viable, I/O is directed to this controller. If the active/optimized array controller become 
unavailable or fails, I/O is directed to the active/non-optimized array controller. In case of 
ALUA, PowerPath trespasses all the volumes when all optimized paths to the volume go 
dead. It trespasses even though there is no I/O going through the volume. This behavior is 
implemented in PowerPath to avoid performance penalty on I/O. 
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Path sets

PowerPath groups all paths to the same logical device into a path set. PowerPath creates a 
path set for each logical device, and then populates the path set with all usable paths to 
that logical device. For the configuration in Figure 2 on page 23, with two logical devices, 
PowerPath creates two path sets, as shown in Figure 3 on page 25. Each contains the 
same two physical paths, for a total of four logical paths.

Figure 3  Path sets

In an active-active system, once PowerPath creates a path set, it can use any path in the 
set to service an I/O request. If a path fails, PowerPath can redirect an I/O request from 
that path to any other viable path in the set. This redirection is transparent to the 
application, which does not receive an error.

In an active-passive system, path sets are divided into two load-balancing groups. The 
active group contains all paths to the interface to which the target logical device is 
assigned; the other group contains all paths to the other, nonassigned interface. Only one 
load-balancing group processes I/O requests at a time, and PowerPath load balances I/O 
across all paths in the active group. If a path in the active load-balancing group fails, 
PowerPath redirects the I/O request to another path in the active group. If all paths in the 
active load-balancing group fail, PowerPath reassigns the logical device to the other 
interface, and then redirects the I/O request to a path in the newly activated group.

From an application's perspective, a path set appears as a single, highly available path to 
storage. PowerPath hides the complexity of paths in the set, between the host and the 
storage system. With the logical concept of a path set, PowerPath hides multiple HBAs, 
cables, ports, hubs, and switches. Applications such as DBMSs get the benefits of 
multiple I/O paths—faster I/O throughput and highly available data access—without the 
complexity of multiple paths or the vulnerability of single paths.

Native devices

This section discusses native devices. This section does not apply to all 
PowerPath-supported platforms and versions. On Windows, native devices are not 
exposed to users. On Linux, native device support varies by version.

The operating system creates native devices to represent and provide access to logical 
devices. The device is native in that it is provided by the operating system for use with 
applications. A native device is path specific (as opposed to path independent) and 
represents a single path to a logical device. 
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Figure 4 shows PowerPath’s view of native devices.

Figure 4  Native devices

In the figure, there is a native device for each path. The storage system in the figure is 
configured with two shared logical devices, each of which can be accessed by four paths. 
There are eight native devices, four (in white, numbered 0, 2, 4, and 6) representing a 
unique path set to logical device 0, and four (in black, numbered 1, 3, 5, and 7) 
representing a unique path set to logical device 1. These are not shared logical devices: A 
shared device is accessed by multiple hosts simultaneously.

How applications access native devices
You need not reconfigure applications to use native devices; you simply use the existing 
disk devices created by the operating system. When using native devices, PowerPath is 
transparent to applications. PowerPath maintains the correspondence between an 
individual native device and the path set to which it belongs.

On Linux, you have the option of either using native devices (with no conversion of 
applications) or converting to pseudo devices. Native device support for Linux varies by 
version.

Example
Suppose you have three native devices in a path set. PowerPath maintains the association 
among these paths. When an application writes to any one of them, PowerPath redirects 
the I/O to whichever native device in the path set will provide the best throughput. Also, a 
problem with one native device does not disrupt data access. Instead, PowerPath shifts 
I/O processing to another native device in the path set, allowing applications to continue 
reading from and writing to native devices in the same path set.

Pseudo devices

A PowerPath pseudo device represents a single logical device and the path set leading to 
it, which can contain any number of physical paths. There is one (and only one) pseudo 
device per path set.
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For example, in Figure 5 on page 27, logical devices 0 and 1 are referred to by pseudo 
device names emcpower1c and emcpower2c, respectively. Each pseudo device 
represents the set of paths connected to its respective logical device: emcpower1c 
represents the set of paths connected to logical device 0, and emcpower2c represents the 
set of paths connected to logical device 1.

Figure 5  Pseudo devices

Table 2 describes whether applications need to be reconfigured to use pseudo devices.

Table 2  Reconfiguring pseudo devices

Windows note
As shown in Figure 5 on page 27, Windows users see only pseudo devices, not native 
devices. On Windows, each logical device has one name. They follow standard Windows 
naming conventions and appear like any other devices on a Windows system. These 
standard devices are pseudo because they are path independent. They also are native 
because, although created by PowerPath, they cannot be differentiated from devices 
created by the operating system.

Dynamic multipath load balancing
Without PowerPath, you must statically load balance paths to logical devices to improve 
performance. For example, based on current usage, you might configure three heavily 
used logical devices on one path, seven moderately used logical devices on a second 
path, and 20 lightly used logical devices on a third path. As usage changes, these 
statically configured paths may become unbalanced, causing performance to suffer. You 
must then reconfigure the paths, and continue to reconfigure them as I/O traffic between 
the host and the storage system shifts in response to usage changes.

Platform Must applications be reconfigured to use pseudo devices?

Windows No

Linux Yes (including filesystem mounting tables and volume managers)
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PowerPath tries to maintain maximum performance and reduce management through 
dynamic load balancing. PowerPath is designed to use all paths at all times. PowerPath 
distributes I/O requests to a logical device across all available paths, rather than requiring 
a single path to bear the entire I/O burden. (On active-passive storage systems, available 
paths are those paths leading to the active SP for each logical device.) PowerPath can 
distribute the I/O for all logical devices over all paths shared by those logical devices, so 
all paths are equally burdened.

PowerPath load balances I/O on a host-by-host basis. It maintains statistics on all I/O for 
all paths. For each I/O request, PowerPath intelligently chooses the least-burdened 
available path, depending on the load-balancing and failover policy in effect. If an 
appropriate policy is specified, all paths in a PowerPath system have approximately the 
same load.

PowerPath uses all the I/O processing and bus capacity of all paths. A path need never be 
overloaded and slow while other paths are idle.

In addition to improving I/O performance, dynamic load balancing reduces management 
time and downtime, because administrators no longer need to configure paths statically 
across logical devices. With PowerPath, no setup time is required, and paths are always 
configured for optimum performance.

Load balancing with and without PowerPath

Figure 6 on page 28 shows I/O queuing on a host without PowerPath installed. The paths 
are out of balance.

Figure 6  I/O queuing without PowerPath

Figure 7 on page 28 shows I/O queuing on a host with PowerPath installed. I/O is 
balanced across all available paths.

Figure 7  I/O queuing with PowerPath
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PowerPath confers the greatest benefit to environments that are pathbound. In a 
pathbound I/O environment, the time it takes to execute the I/O load from a particular job 
is limited by bus capacity for a given path. In pathbound environments, enough I/O 
regularly queues up on a single path to overload it. By spreading the load evenly across 
the paths, PowerPath significantly improves I/O performance.

Load balancing and failover policies

PowerPath selects a path for each I/O request according to the load-balancing and failover 
policy set by the administrator for that logical device. 

Note: Unlicensed versions of PowerPath support EMC arrays only. This configuration is 
supported if the host has a single HBA only. This configuration is also referred to as 
PowerPath/SE. With third-party arrays in an unlicensed PowerPath environment, 
unmanage the third-party array class or upgrade to a licensed version of PowerPath. 

Automatic path failover
PowerPath enhances application availability by eliminating the I/O path as a point of 
failure. Figure 8 on page 29 identifies points of failure in the I/O path:

◆ HBA/NIC
◆ Interconnect (cable and patch panel)
◆ Switch
◆ Interface
◆ Interface port 

Figure 8  Physical I/O path failure points

With the proper hardware configuration, PowerPath can compensate for the failure of any 
of these components.

If a path fails, PowerPath redistributes I/O traffic from that path to functioning paths. 
PowerPath stops sending I/O to the failed path and checks for an active alternate path. If 
an active path is available, PowerPath redirects I/O along that path. If no active paths are 
available, alternate, standby paths (if available) are brought into service, and I/O is routed 
along the alternate paths. On active-passive storage systems, all paths to the active SP 
are used before any paths to the passive SP. 
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PowerPath continues testing the failed path. If the path passes the test, PowerPath 
resumes using it.

This path failover and failure recovery process is transparent to applications. 
(Occasionally, however, there is a short delay.)

Proactive path testing and automatic path restoration
The PowerPath multipath module is responsible for selecting the best path to a logical 
device to optimize performance and for protecting applications from path failures. It 
detects failed paths and retries failed application I/O requests on other paths.

To determine whether a path is operational, PowerPath uses a path test. A path test is a 
sequence of I/Os PowerPath issues specifically to ascertain the viability of a path. If a path 
test fails, PowerPath disables the path and stops sending I/O to it.

After a path fails, PowerPath continues testing it periodically, to determine if it is fixed. If 
the path passes a test, PowerPath restores it to service and resumes sending I/O to it. The 
storage system, host, and application remain available while the path is restored.

The time it takes to do a path test varies. Testing a working path takes milliseconds. 
Testing a failed path can take several seconds, depending on the type of failure.

Path states

PowerPath manages the state of each path to each logical device independently. From 
PowerPath’s perspective, a path is alive or dead:

◆ A path is alive if it is usable; PowerPath can direct I/O to this path.

◆ A path is dead if it is not usable; PowerPath does not direct user I/O to this path. 
PowerPath marks a path dead when it fails a path test; it marks the path alive again 
when it passes a path test.

The state of a path changes based on the results of the path test; for example, the state of 
the path will change if a live path fails the test or a dead path passes the test. Path states 
are listed with the powermt display command.

When are path tests done?

PowerPath tests a path under the following conditions:

◆ A new path is added. Before any new path is brought into service, it must be tested. 
This is true for newly configured paths to both existing logical devices and newly 
configured logical devices.

◆ PowerPath is servicing an I/O request and there are no more live paths to try. 
PowerPath always tries to issue application I/Os, even if all paths to the target logical 
device are dead when the I/O request is presented to PowerPath. Before PowerPath 
returns the I/O with an error condition, it tests every path to the target logical device. 
Only if all these path tests fail does PowerPath return an I/O error.

◆ You run powermt load, powermt restore, or powermt config. These commands issue 
many path tests, so the state of many paths may change as a result of running the 
commands.
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PowerPath marks a path to be tested by the periodic test process when an I/O error is 
returned by the HBA driver. In this case, PowerPath marks for testing both the path with 
the error and related paths (for example, those paths that share an HBA and storage port 
with the failed path). Meanwhile, PowerPath reissues the failed I/O on another path.

PowerPath avoids issuing I/Os on any path marked for a path test.

Paths marked for testing are tested when the path test process next runs. Refer to “How 
often are paths tested?” on page 32.

In addition, all paths—alive and dead—are tested periodically, as described in 
“Path-testing optimization: Testing related paths” on page 31.

Path-testing optimization: Testing related paths
When a path fails due to an I/O error, PowerPath marks all related paths (for example, 
paths on the same bus) for testing. Until these related paths are tested, PowerPath avoids 
selecting them for I/O. This optimization process avoids sending I/Os to a failed path, 
which in turn avoids timeout and retry delays throughout the entire I/O subsystem 
(application, operating system, fabric, and storage system). It also is important, however, 
to quickly identify paths that are still alive, so that overall I/O bandwidth is not 
unnecessarily reduced longer than necessary.

PowerPath orders the testing of related paths, to minimize the time live paths are 
unavailable. The ordering is done to minimize the number of path tests needed to identify 
which path components failed. In simple topologies, where an HBA and storage port are 
directly attached to each other, a failed HBA makes the storage port inaccessible, so all 
related paths are dead. In this case, test ordering is relatively unimportant. In complex 
fabric topologies, however, where multiple paths share components (ports, switches, and 
cables), a failed HBA does not necessarily make any storage port inaccessible. In this 
case, well ordered path testing can substantially reduce the amount of time live paths are 
unavailable.

Periodic testing of live paths

PowerPath tests live paths periodically to identify failed paths, especially among those 
not used recently. This helps prevent application I/O from being issued on dead paths that 
PowerPath otherwise would not detect as dead. This in turn reduces timeout and retry 
delays.

Periodic testing of live paths is a low-priority task. It is not designed to test all paths within 
a specific time, but rather to test all paths within a reasonable time, without interfering 
with application I/O.

Live paths are tested when the path test process runs, provided the paths:

◆ Have not been tested for at least 1 hour.

◆ Are idle. An idle path is one that was not used for I/O within the last minute.

Typically, all live, idle paths are tested at least hourly, although this is not guaranteed. In 
an active system, with few idle paths, live paths are rarely tested. Such testing is not 
necessary in an active system—with application I/O on most paths—since path testing is 
triggered promptly by I/O failures.
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Periodic testing and autorestore of dead paths

PowerPath also tests dead paths periodically and, if they pass the test, automatically 
restores them to service.

Like periodic testing of live paths, periodic autorestore is low priority. It is not designed to 
restore a path immediately after it is repaired, but rather to restore the path within a 
reasonable time after it is repaired.

When reactive autorestore is on, PowerPath reactively tests dead paths and, if they pass 
the test, restores them to service. The powermt set reactive_autorestore command 
enables or disables the reactive autorestore facility. Note that reactive autorestore is not 
supported on Windows.

Dead paths are tested when the path test process is run, provided the paths have not 
been tested for at least 1 hour. This frequency limits the number of I/Os that fail (the 
PowerPath test path I/Os fail on dead paths), so the impact on normal operations is 
negligible.

The time it takes for all paths to be restored varies greatly. In lightly loaded or small 
configurations, paths typically are restored within an hour after they are repaired (on 
average, much sooner). In heavily loaded or large configurations, it may take several hours 
for all paths to be restored after they are repaired because periodic autorestore is 
pre-empted by higher priority tasks.

The fastest way to restore paths is to use powermt restore.

Windows note
Because PowerPath is tightly integrated with Windows Plug and Play, it detects if Plug and 
Play has brought a device online or taken a device offline very quickly. If you use the 
powermt set periodic_autorestore=off command to disable PowerPath periodic 
autorestore functionality (which is enabled by default), you may notice that paths 
continue to be automatically restored, as a result of the tighter integration with Plug and 
Play. EMC recommends that you leave periodic autorestore enabled for cases where Plug 
and Play is not invoked when a path comes online.

Note: When a cable is pulled on a host with iSCSI connections, there is no immediate Plug 
and Play event. If there is no I/O on the affected paths, it may take up to 60 seconds for 
the paths to display as dead.

How often are paths tested?

PowerPath periodically runs the path test process. This process sequentially visits each 
path and tests it if required:

◆ Live paths are tested periodically if they have not been tested for at least one hour and 
are idle.

◆ Dead paths are tested periodically if they were marked for testing at least one hour 
ago and are idle.

◆ Any paths marked for testing as a result of the conditions listed in “When are path 
tests done?” on page 30 are tested the next time the path test process runs.
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Tests are spaced out such that at least one path on every HBA and every port is tested 
much more often than hourly. A path state change detected in this way is propagated 
quickly to all related paths.

After all paths are visited and those marked for testing have completed their tests, the 
process sleeps for 10 seconds, and then restarts. This 10-second period is a compromise 
between using nonapplication system resources (CPU and I/O cycles) and keeping the 
state of paths current so the maximum number of paths is always available for use.

The more paths that need testing, the longer it takes to complete the path test process. As 
a result, it is hard to predict exactly when a path will be tested.

Application tuning in a PowerPath environment
You can use PowerPath to tune application performance by manually load balancing with 
channel groups.

 Channel groups

PowerPath allows you to form a channel group of dedicated paths to a logical device, to 
increase application performance. (Note, however, that reserving paths for one 
application makes those paths unavailable for other applications, potentially decreasing 
their performance.)

Channel groups keep a second set of paths in reserve in case the first set fails. As a form 
of manual load balancing, channel groups reserve bandwidth more precisely than 
automatic means. Channel groups require at least two paths; they work best in 
environments with more than two paths and at least two separately managed applications 
on the same host that use different logical devices.

You create a channel group by using the powermt set mode command to label a group of 
paths to a logical device as active or standby. An application accessing one or more logical 
devices designates one group of paths as active and another group as standby. A second 
application accessing different logical devices designates the first group of paths as 
standby and the second group as active. Each application has its own dedicated group of 
active paths, while the overall configuration provides channel failover protection.

If a path in an application’s active group fails, the application’s I/O is redirected 
automatically to other active paths in the group. If all paths in the active group fail, the 
application’s I/O is redirected automatically to the standby paths.

Figure 9 shows an environment with two channel groups. The first channel group 
(everything in black) contains paths from HBAs a0 and a1, used by application 1 to access 
logical device 0. The second channel group (everything in dark gray) contains paths from 
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HBAs a2 and a3, used by application 2 to access logical device 1. For application 1, the 
first channel group (black) is active and the second channel group (gray) is standby; for 
application 2, the first channel group is standby and the second channel group is active.

Figure 9  Channel groups

PowerPath management tools
This section describes the tools used to manage the PowerPath environment.

PowerPath CLI

The PowerPath environment is managed by a CLI consisting of several commands:

◆ powermt—Used to manage the PowerPath environment

◆ emcpadm—Used to list or rename PowerPath pseudo devices; often undergoes 
enhancements for increased functionality

◆ emchostid—Used to set the Host ID

◆ emcpreg—Used to manage the PowerPath license registration

◆ powermig—Used to manage migration operations (Migration Enabler)

The PowerPath Family CLI and System Messages Reference Guide provides more 
information on the PowerPath Family command line interface, which also includes the 
syntax and arguments, as applicable.

Windows note
On Windows, PowerPath Administrator is the easiest way to access powermt functions. 
PowerPath Administrator is a GUI that allows you to interactively manage PowerPath on 
Windows platforms. All powermt functions are accessible through PowerPath 
Administrator except powermt set write_throttle and powermt set write_throttle_queue.
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CHAPTER 3
PowerPath Configuration Requirements

This chapter provides a high-level overview of configuring PowerPath in Fibre Channel, 
Fibre Channel over Ethernet, iSCSI, and SCSI environments. Topics include:

Note: The information in this chapter is not intended to be comprehensive. Consult the 
E-Lab Interoperability Navigator for configuration information for a specific environment.

◆ PowerPath connectivity ...........................................................................................  36
◆ Fibre Channel configuration requirements...............................................................  37
◆ FCoE configuration requirements.............................................................................  40
◆ iSCSI configuration requirements ............................................................................  42
◆ Storage configuration requirements and recommendations.....................................  44
◆ Dynamic reconfiguration .........................................................................................  46
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PowerPath connectivity
PowerPath works with:

◆ Fibre Channel physical connections in UNIX, Linux, and Windows environments. Each 
Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter (HBA) connects to a port on a Fibre Channel interface 
on the storage system or to a Fibre Channel hub or switch. Hubs are not supported on 
all storage systems. 

◆ Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) physical connections in UNIX, Linux, and Windows 
environments. Each FCoE Converged Network Adapter (CNA) connects to an FCoE 
switch, which in turn connects to an Ethernet LAN and an FC SAN. 

◆ iSCSI physical connections. Each iSCSI Network Interface Card (NIC) or HBA connects 
to an iSCSI switch or router.

The E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC Online Support provides detailed information 
on supported configurations. The EMC Support Matrix PowerPath Family Protocol Support, 
available on EMC Online Support, provides protocol support information for the EMC 
PowerPath family of products.

HBA and transport considerations 

When mapping paths to logical devices, observe the following considerations with respect 
to HBAs and transport protocols:

 Linux, Windows
Observe the following considerations with respect to HBAs and transport protocols for 
Linux and Windows:

◆ PowerPath does not support a logical device that has paths mapped from two 
different HBA vendors. This includes cluster nodes that share logical devices. 

◆ PowerPath does not support a logical device that has paths mapped using different 
transport protocols (iSCSI, FC, FCoE). 

◆ Only paths from identical HBAs can be mapped to the same logical device. That is, the 
HBAs must be comparable in every way; they cannot even be different revisions of the 
same HBA.

High availability

An Enterprise Storage Network (ESN) provides high availability by configuring multiple 
paths between connections, configuring alternate paths to storage area network (SAN) 
components, and deploying redundant SAN components. Some SAN switches (such as 
the EMC Connectrix®) have redundant subsystems to ensure high availability and a 
reliable fabric.

PowerPath supports multiple paths between an HBA and a logical device. This can offer 
higher availability or better performance, and it usually simplifies zoning.
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Multiple connections between hosts and multiple fabrics can insulate I/Os from 
fabric-wide failure. PowerPath delivers maximum system-wide availability when dual 
HBAs in each server connect to separate fabrics, as in Figure 11 on page 39. An 
application that cannot use a path on one fabric can fail over to a different fabric, 
protecting the application from a fabric-wide outage.

PowerPath supports load balancing and redundancy across the storage ports in a fabric. 
Be aware, however, that the number and complexity of connection points in a fabric 
multiplies rapidly in a multipath configuration. The number of connections you create 
depends on the bandwidth you require.

Device configuration note
PowerPath does not alter the allowable access to storage system logical devices. Devices 
with the following access without PowerPath have the same access with PowerPath 
installed:

◆ Read/write
◆ Read-only
◆ Not-ready

On Symmetrix storage systems, PowerPath associates paths to a Business Continuance 
Volume (BCV) that is split from its standard logical device and has read/write access.

PowerPath controls:

◆ All Symmetrix logical devices except SAN Manager™ Volume Configuration 
Management Databases (VCMDBs).

◆ All PowerPath-enabled VNX and CLARiiON LUNs.

◆ Supported third-party storage system devices.

Note: Third-party storage devices are not supported in iSCSI environments.

You can exclude devices from PowerPath control through the powermt unmanage 
command.

Fibre Channel configuration requirements
This section provides high-level guidelines for configuring PowerPath Fibre Channel 
environments. For more information on Fibre Channel configuration requirements, refer to 
the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator and the Configuration Planning Guide for the Fibre 
Channel storage system.

Observe the following guidelines when configuring Fibre Channel connections for a 
PowerPath environment:

◆ EMC requires that no more than one HBA be configured in any zone. Figure 10 on 
page 38 shows a system in which both hosts (each with PowerPath installed) are 
connected to a storage system through two fabrics. There are four zones, each with 
one HBA:

• HBA 1, fabric 1, port X
• HBA 2, fabric 2, port Y
• HBA 3, fabric 1, port X
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• HBA 4, fabric 2, port Y

Figure 10  Highly available Fibre Channel configuration with PowerPath

In Figure 10 on page 38 (and the other figures in this section), an interface is, for 
example, an FA on a Symmetrix or other active-active system or an SP on a VNX and 
CLARiiON system.

This configuration has several advantages:

• If either fabric fails, both hosts can still access both logical devices, through the 
other fabric.

• If either interface fails, both hosts can still access both logical devices, through the 
other interface.

• If either HBA in a host fails, that host can still access both logical devices, through 
the other HBA on that host.

If multiple hosts access the same storage-system ports, PowerPath does not add any 
access control. Normal sharing considerations apply, using products such as SAN 
Manager, Volume Logix, Access Logix™, Oracle Parallel Server, and clustering 
software.

◆ For redundancy, if multiple ports are used, they must be on multiple physical 
interfaces. In Figure 10 on page 38, the two ports are divided between two interfaces.

◆ For maximum availability, configure at least two fully redundant paths from each host 
to each logical device. Two paths are fully redundant if the paths do not share HBAs, 
fabrics, switches or hubs, or storage interface cards. Figure 10 on page 38 shows two 
redundant paths from each host to each logical device.

The redundant design ensures minimum application impact on component failures 
and microcode loads. For maximum availability when designing a fabric topology, use 
dual fabrics. PowerPath insulates I/Os from a fabric-wide outage.

◆ For optimum performance, especially in a degraded state, present each logical device 
to different HBAs from different interface boards. Although some interface boards 
contain two (or more) ports, the second connection is used for performance purposes 
and does not provide high availability. The second connection may result in 
bandwidth loss if a back-end path (the part of a path between a port and a logical 
device) fails.

In Figure 11 on page 39, each HBA has two paths to each logical device through 
different interfaces. This configuration greatly improves performance if one fabric fails, 
as there are still two ports to handle the load.
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Figure 11  High-availability (multiple-fabric) Fibre Channel configuration

PowerPath Base supports only configurations with one path to each interface. This 
includes direct-attached configurations as well as appropriately zoned switch (SAN) 
configurations.

With a PowerPath license, some active-passive storage systems must be zoned so 
each host sees only one path to each interface. Refer to your storage-system 
documentation or contact EMC Customer Support.

◆ Any port can be configured into multiple Fibre Channel zones. Frequently, multiple 
HBAs share a port, making multiple zones per port typical. For example, in Figure 11 
on page 39, there are four zones altogether. Each zone consists of one HBA and two 
ports. Each port is in two zones.

◆ In a single-fabric configuration, a host with one HBA can have multiple paths to a 
logical device. For example, in Figure 12 on page 39, each single-HBA host has four 
paths to each logical device. While this does not provide maximum availability as 
described previously, it offers back-end path redundancy and load balancing, reduces 
zoning complexity, and enables multiple hosts to share a storage-system port.

Figure 12  Single-switch Fibre Channel configuration
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◆ Only paths from identical HBAs can be mapped to the same logical device. That is, the 
HBAs must be comparable in every way; they cannot even be different revisions of the 
same HBA.

For more information on Fibre Channel configuration requirements, refer to the 
Configuration Planning Guide for your storage system.

FCoE configuration requirements
This section provides high-level guidelines for configuring PowerPath FCoE environments. 
For definitive information on FCoE configuration requirements, refer to the EMC Networked 
Storage Topology Guide, available on the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator. 

Observe the following guidelines when configuring FCoE connections for a PowerPath 
environment.

High availability configurations

This section discusses high-availability FCoE configurations and zoning.

Figure 13 on page 40 depicts an FA on a Symmetrix or other active-active system or an SP 
on a VNX and CLARiiON system.

Figure 13  High-availability (multiple-fabric) Fibre Channel over Ethernet configuration

This configuration has several advantages:

◆ If either fabric fails, both hosts can still access both logical devices, through the other 
fabric.

◆ If either interface fails, both hosts can still access both logical devices, through the 
other interface.

◆ If either CNA in a host fails, that host can still access both logical devices, through the 
other CNA on that host.

◆ If either FCoE switch fails, that host can still access both logical devices, through the 
other FCoE switch.
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◆ For redundancy, if multiple ports are used, they must be on multiple physical 
interfaces. In Figure 13 on page 40, the two ports are divided between two interfaces.

◆ For maximum availability, configure at least two fully redundant paths from each host 
to each logical device. Two paths are fully redundant if the paths do not share CNAs, 
fabrics, switches, or hubs. Figure 13 on page 40 shows two redundant paths from 
each host to each logical device.

The redundant design ensures minimum application impact on component failures. 
For maximum availability when designing a fabric topology, use dual fabrics. 
PowerPath insulates I/Os from a fabric-wide outage.

Zoning to active-passive arrays
For PowerPath in a cluster environment connected to active-passive arrays, such as VNX 
and CLARiiON arrays, all nodes in the cluster should be connected to the array through 
both fabrics, as depicted in Figure 14 on page 41. 

Figure 14  High-availability (multiple-fabric) Fibre Channel over Ethernet to active-passive arrays

Additionally, each node should have a minimum of one path to each Storage Processor 
(SP). Any port from the same SP must be connected to the same fabric. This is to avoid 
multiple LUN trespasses in the event of a FC or FCoE switch or fabric failure.

For higher availability and performance, EMC recommends mapping at least four paths 
from each cluster node, with two paths connected to each SP. In such a configuration, it is 
fine to have ports from same SP connected to different fabric because each node 
continues to have access to both SPs in the case of a fabric failure. For example:

◆ Node 1:

• Node 1–CNA 1, fabric 1, SPA0
• Node 1–CNA 1, fabric 1, SPB0
• Node 1–CNA 2, fabric 2, SPA1
• Node 1–CNA 2, fabric 2, SPB1

◆ Node 2:

• Node 2–CNA 1, fabric 1, SPA0
• Node 2–CNA 1, fabric 1, SPB0
• Node 2–CNA 2, fabric 2, SPA1
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• Node 2–CNA 2, fabric 2, SPB1

In Figure 13 on page 40 and Figure 14 on page 41, each CNA has two paths to each logical 
device through different interfaces. This configuration greatly improves performance if one 
fabric fails, as there are still two ports to handle the load.

iSCSI configuration requirements
This section provides high-level guidelines for configuring PowerPath iSCSI environments. 
For definitive information on iSCSI configuration requirements, refer to the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on EMC Online Support. Observe the following guidelines when 
configuring iSCSI physical connections for a PowerPath environment:

◆ A single host can attach to multiple storage systems: Fibre Channel storage systems 
(through Fibre Channel HBAs) and iSCSI storage systems (through iSCSI HBAs only or 
NICs only). 

Note: With VNX and CLARiiON FLARE operating environment, PowerPath supports 
concurrent host access to Fibre Channel and iSCSI devices, as specified in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator.

◆ You can connect hosts with all Fibre Channel HBAs and hosts with all iSCSI NICs to the 
same storage system.

Sample iSCSI configurations

Three example PowerPath iSCSI configurations follow:

◆ Single NIC/HBA to one subnet

◆ Multiple NICs/HBAs to multiple subnets

◆ Multiple NICs/HBAs to one subnet (Windows only)

Note that only the data paths are represented in the following figures. The management 
ports are assumed to be connected to a separate sub-network. All of the following 
configurations support the management ports on the same subnet as the data ports. 
(Note that you can only manage an array through a NIC.) An interface is an FA on a 
Symmetrix or an SP on a VNX and CLARiiON system.
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Single NIC/HBA to one subnet
Figure 15 on page 43 shows a single NIC/HBA connecting to a single subnet.

Figure 15  Single NIC/HBA configuration

When using one NIC or HBA, you can have one connection to each port on the storage 
system.

Multiple NICs/HBAs to multiple subnets
Figure 16 on page 43 shows multiple NICs/HBAs connecting to multiple subnets.

Figure 16  Multiple NICs/HBAs to multiple subnets

Note the following:

◆ When using multiple NICs, you can have one connection per host to each port on the 
storage system. 

◆ When using multiple HBAs, you can have one connection per HBA to each port on the 
storage system.
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Multiple NICs/HBAs to one subnet
Figure 17 on page 44 shows multiple NICs/HBAs connecting to a single subnet.

Figure 17  Multiple NICs/HBAs to one subnet

Note the following:

◆ This configuration is supported in Windows only.

◆ When using multiple NICs, you can make one connection per host to each port on the 
storage system. Multiple NICs on the same subnet are ignored by the Microsoft iSCSI 
Initiator default configuration. Using the Advanced button in the Log On to Target 
dialog box of the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator GUI allows a specific NIC to be associated 
with a specific port.

Storage configuration requirements and recommendations
This section includes high-level requirements and recommendations for configuring EMC 
and third-party storage systems.

All storage systems

EMC Customer Support should configure the storage systems.

The E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC Online Support provides information on the 
storage systems that can act as boot devices on your platform. 

To enable PowerPath to load balance I/Os and provide path redundancy, configure each 
logical device to be used with PowerPath for access on two or more interface boards (array 
boards).

To gain the PowerPath benefits of high availability, reliability, and performance for your 
storage network, configure multiple paths from hosts to storage devices.

A host that is part of a cluster cannot have both active-active and active-passive storage 
devices in the same disk group. 

When not in a cluster, a host can be connected to both active-active and active-passive 
storage systems; however, specific hardware (such as HBAs and cables) and software may 
be required for this configuration.
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Mixed storage environments
In a mixed storage environment, the fabric components (switches, directors, and HBAs) 
along with the operating system level, HBA models, drivers, and firmware must all be at 
the EMC-supported levels. A third-party storage system connecting to this fabric 
environment must also be supported through that system’s OEM vendor in the stated 
environment. Deviations in any of the supported levels for any component can be handled 
through either EMC's RPQ process or that of the OEM vendor. This will ensure that all 
storage arrays remain supported through their respective OEM vendors.

Regardless of the sharing model you choose (Shared HBA, Shared Server, or Shared SAN), 
EMC recommends that you limit the amount of possible interactions between the arrays. 
This will assist in troubleshooting, maintenance, and management of the environment. To 
limit the interactions and dependencies, we recommend that you not include storage 
array ports from different vendors in the same zone. Multiple zones can be created that 
use the same HBA, as long as the storage arrays are in separate zones with that common 
HBA. Zoning in this fashion will ensure that there are no direct interactions between the 
different storage arrays.

Symmetrix and VMAX storage systems

To improve redundancy to logical devices, distribute HBA connections across as many 
Symmetrix interfaces as possible.

To improve performance, distribute paths across Symmetrix FA ports and VMAX engines.

For more information on Symmetrix and VMAX configuration requirements, refer to the 
EMC host connectivity guides, available on the EMC Online Support site.

Supported Hitachi TagmaStore, HP StorageWorks XP, and IBM ESS storage systems

To improve redundancy to logical devices, distribute HBA connections across as many 
channel host adapters (CHAs) and disk controllers (DKCs) as possible.

For more information on storage system configuration requirements, refer to the 
appropriate documentation from your vendor.

Supported HP StorageWorks EVA storage systems

For best performance, supported HP StorageWorks EVA LUNs accessible from any given 
host should be distributed over both controllers (A and B) of the array. This ensures that 
I/O load from the host is shared by both array controllers.

For supported HP StorageWorks EVA arrays, every LUN should be set to Failover only or 
Failover/Failback on either controller A or controller B. The setting No preference does not 
allow for predictable load balancing over controllers.

In configurations where one or more StorageWorks LUNs are shared by several hosts, the 
powermt restore command produces lasting results only if every host sending I/O to the 
storage system maintains connectivity to both controllers. If even one of the hosts 
subsequently loses all of its paths to one controller, any subsequent I/O that host issues 
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causes the affected LUN(s) to be reassigned to the other controller—regardless of the 
preferred settings. All other hosts will then follow over the LUN(s) to the other controller 
as needed.

VNX and CLARiiON storage systems

With VNX and CLARiiON storage systems, the array failover mode must be the same for all 
paths that access a single LUN. If two paths access the same LUN, and one path is set to 
PNR (passive not ready) mode and one to ALUA (asymmetric logical unit access) mode, 
PowerPath behavior is undefined for that LUN. The array failover mode is set at the HBA 
level with VNX Unisphere and CLARiiON Navisphere commands. The EMC host connectivity 
guides, available on the EMC Online Support site, and the VNX and CLARiiON 
Storage-System Support websites provide more information.

Invista storage devices

EMC recommends configuring two switches per Invista instance. Single-switch 
configurations are supported for testing purposes only because a single switch does not 
provide high availability. For more information on Invista configuration requirements, refer 
to the Invista documentation, available on the EMC Online Support site.

VPLEX storage devices

EMC recommends configuring two switches per VPLEX director. Single-switch 
configurations are supported for testing purposes only because a single switch does not 
provide high availability. For more information on VPLEX configuration requirements, refer 
to the VPLEX documentation, available on the EMC Online Support site.

Dynamic reconfiguration
PowerPath for Windows and Linux supports dynamic addition and removal of LUNs and 
paths to the PowerPath configuration. 

As you perform these procedures on your platform, keep documentation for your platform 
available. The PowerPath installation and administration guide for your platform provides 
for more information on dynamically adding and removing LUNs.

Hot swapping an HBA

PowerPath for Windows and Linux supports hot-swapping an HBA. Support for 
hot-swapping an HBA on PowerPath for Linux is provided through the Linux PCI hot plug 
feature, which allows you to hot swap an HBA card using Fujitsu hardware and drivers. The 
PowerPath installation and administration guide for your platform provides more 
information on this procedure.
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APPENDIX A
PowerPath Standard Edition

This appendix describes PowerPath Standard Edition, or PowerPath SE, a version of 
PowerPath without a license key that provides only basic failover functionality. 

Note: Older CLARiiON documents used the term Utility Kit PowerPath or PowerPath Fabric 
Failover to refer to PowerPath SE. The CLARiiON document Important Information about 
PowerPath SE contains additional, important information for CLARiiON users only. Ensure 
to read that document before you install PowerPath SE in a CLARiiON environment.

The appendix contains the following information:

◆ PowerPath SE functionality......................................................................................  48
◆ Installing PowerPath SE...........................................................................................  48
◆ Using PowerPath SE ................................................................................................  48
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PowerPath SE functionality
PowerPath SE is a server-based utility that provides basic failover for a VNX, CLARiiON, 
Symmetrix, and VMAX storage system. 

PowerPath SE is supported in single HBA configurations where the same HBA is connected 
through a switch or fabric to each port on two separate Symmetrix or VMAX FAs or to each 
VNX or CLARiiON SP. Figure 18 on page 48 illustrates the supported configuration on a 
Symmetrix system. 

Figure 18  PowerPath SE supported configuration

PowerPath SE protects against VNX and CLARiiON SP failures, Symmetrix and VMAX FA 
port failures, and back-end storage-system failures, and supports non-disruptive upgrade 
(NDU) of storage system software. While a server is running normally, PowerPath SE takes 
no action. If a failure occurs in an SP or an FA port, PowerPath SE attempts to fail over 
(transfer) the I/Os to a different SP or FA port.

PowerPath SE does not protect against HBA failures. To protect against such failures in 
storage systems with multiple HBAs connected to a storage system, you must have 
PowerPath and an accompanying license.

Installing PowerPath SE
Before you install PowerPath SE, read the PowerPath Family release notes for your 
platform.

To install PowerPath SE, follow the installation procedure in the PowerPath installation 
and administration guide for your platform. Note, however, that you do not need to 
register a license key when you install PowerPath SE.

Using PowerPath SE
To use PowerPath SE, refer to the PowerPath installation and administration guide for your 
platform as well as this product guide. The most current versions of these manuals are 
available on the EMC Online Support site.
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APPENDIX B
PowerPath Family Functionality Summary 

This appendix contains the PowerPath Family functionality summary by platform. It lists 
the functions and features supported by PowerPath Multipathing, and Migration Enabler.

Table 3  PowerPath Family functionality summary by platform 

Functionality AIX HP-UX Linux
Linux on 
System z Solaris Windows

Adding new paths to PowerPath 
logical device without interruption

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Audit logging for powermt 
commands

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Automatic host-array registration Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Autostandby Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dynamic LUN 
addition/removal/online 
reconfiguring

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hot swapping HBA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N-Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) Yes No No No No Yesa

Path management insight (PMI) 
capabilities

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

PowerPath no reboot upgrade (NRU) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

PowerPath Viewer Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R1/R2 boot Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Remote Solutions Enabler Access Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Root check Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SNMP management daemon Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Support for multiple migration 
sessions

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

a. Virtual Fibre Channel is available in Windows Server 2012 and later.
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